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Henry Ford experimented with electric car designs. See the story on page 6 
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The official newsletter of the Santa 

Clara Valley Model  T Ford Club 

2021 Club Officers 

 President    Barbara Beach  (408) 887-4857 

 Vice President   Oliver Johnson  (650) 269-1518 

 Secretary   Bill Bratt   (650) 341-8859 

 Treasurer   Mary Beaman  (408) 996-3110 

 Backfire Editor  Jim Boyden   (408) 268-4872 

Cordinators 

 Touring   “open” 

 Programs   Lynn Alens   (408) 205-5806 

 Membership   Ivan Jorgensen  (408) 874-6373 

 Tech and Safety  Dan Smith   (408) 287-3908 

 Endurance Run  Oliver Johnson  (650) 269-1518 

 Lowland Tour  Peder Jorgensen  (408) 358-3398 

 Librarian   Maryann Steele  (408) 867-4393 

 Webmaster   Nikkie Gulko  nikkieguyen@hotmail.com 

 Refreshments  “open”     

 Historian   Lucy Greenberg  (408) 997-0879 

 Sunshine   Helen Christensen  (408) 739-8424 

 Public Relations  Allan Greenberg  (408) 997-0879 

 AAHP    Peder and Maria Jorgensen   (408) 358-3398 

     Allan and Lucy Greenberg      (408) 997-0879 

 Past President  Dan Gulko  nikkieguyen@hotmail.com 

The SCVMTFC is a chapter of the Model T Ford Club of America. The club was founded in 1969 to pro-

mote the history and the enjoyment of Henry Ford’s Famous Model T. Meetings which are normally held 

at 7:30 pm on the third Friday of the month are temporarily suspended due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Membership dues are $30 per year. (But only $10 this year.) Send dues to Ivan Jorgensen, 475 

Sunnyoakes Ave. Campbell CA 95008. Membership in the Model T Ford Club of America is encouraged. 

Dues are $40 per year. Send dues to MTFCA P.O. Box 996 Richmond IN 47375-0996. 
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President’s message for April 

2021 

 

Again we pulled it off -an excel-

lent tour heading south with all 

sorts of different passengers.  

Shout out to Troed Johnson and 

Noreen Blaze for their route and 

idea to bring “pets or stuffed ani-

mals.”  Many dogs very much 

enjoyed it as well as the turtle 

and other unique animals.  I per-

sonally had a bear of a time. 

My dad and co-passenger said on the way back, “another great day going somewhere I had 

never been.”  I started thinking of all the places I have never been that I have travelled with 

this Model T community.  I have so much to thank you all for.  I love that there is so much to 

see even close to home.  Think back to the last interesting place you have been.  Is it some-

where we can tour to?  Please call myself or the Meneelys with tour ideas.  Together, we will 

see the whole valley. 

Tour season is in full swing.  There are so many opportunities out there.  I was sad that I 

could not attend the Thousand Oaks tour as planned due to last minute family responsibilities, 

but it gave me the opportunity to really go through the T and take care of those maintenance 

items.  Check those ball cap bolts at the end of the torque tube.  Mine tightened a skosh.  (I 

googled how to spell that.) 

Another exciting development is that Bakersfield swap meet is on!  But it is in Tulare.  Not 

sure what to call it, but please show up later than me so I can get the good stuff first☺.  And, 

there is an opportunity to tour Yosemite after. 

We were reminded on this last tour to be cognizant of cars behind us, and to provide an op-

portunity for them to pass.  We want to drive slow and enjoy the scenery.  If other’s don’t, they 

can surely go first.  And if you are ever on a tour with a charging elephant, you can get them 

to stop charging by taking their credit card away.  And if you have trouble finding it, look in 

their trunk……  I think I should go now. 

Happy touring. 

Barbara 
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 SCMTFC General Zoom Meeting  Friday, March 19, 2021 

Pres. Barbara Beach called the meeting to order at 7:34. 

Welcome! Are there any guests this evening?  No 

Are there any additions or corrections to the minutes as printed in the Backfire? If not 

they are approved as printed. 

Sec. Pat Meneely is substituting for Bill Bratt this evening. Pat read the minutes from 

the last Bd Meeting from March 15, 2021. 

Readings? Chuck Christensen shared a bit about Henry Ford and Thomas Edison 

trying to put an end to the electric cars about 1913, 1914. 

     Pat Meneely shared a tidbit about an expert who could identify any car by the 

sound that it made.   He got the first four correct but missed the last one.  

The sound was from a truck dumping coal down a coal chute. He identified it as a 

Ford!!! 

VP Oliver Johnson – Oliver had two pieces of mail. One was the Vintage Ford and 

the other the Magneto News. 

Treasurer Mary Beaman reported that the 2021 budget was passed at the board meeting. She also shared the profit and loss for the club. 

Program Coordinator Lynn  Alens –  We will be seeing a video from 2011 this evening. 

Backfire Editor Jim Boyden send me any articles of interest for the Backfire. I have a short show and tell tech project for the tour on Sunday. It is on coil 

testing.  Hopefully we can see it on Sunday. 

Tours Bob Meneely – next tour is this Sunday, March 21, 2021 by Troed and Noreen. Check the activity sheet in the Backfire and the web site for future 

tours.  Get your T’s out and lets continue to have some fun on the road. 

Membership Ivan Jorgensen – we have 92 members for 2021. I sent out the roster electronically last evening. If you have to have a printed one, please 

let me know. 

Tech and Safety – David Harrison is still working on his transmission project. He found 2 more bad reverse drums cracked in the webbing. 

     Rob Guzzetta shared that there is a good article in the new Vintage Ford titled Improving the Rear Hub Brakes. 

     Lynn Alens stated that when he bought his truck he was told to use the reverse pedal as a brake during an emergency.  Oh it was also stated that 

during an emergency use all pedals to stop!!!! 

PR Allen Greenberg – if anyone knows of an outing that would be good for a PR Event please let me know. 

Librarian- Maryann Steele stated that she has club jackets and patches for sale. Just give her a call. 

Sunshine Helen Christensen has sent another card to Doug Muntz and one to Maryann Steele. Glad you are here Maryann. 

Endurance Run  - Ivan Jorgensen- We will be having the Undurance Run as we did last year. It will be on Sunday, June 13, 2021 in combination with 

the Lowland Tour. We will begin about 8:00 and go to a rest stop and then to the finish line. Lunch on your own. More info to come soon. 

AAHP – Peder Jorgensen said that the event will be on Sunday, Sept. 19, 2021. The featured car will be a Pierce Arrow. 

Birthdays – Rob Guzzetta                        Alberta Jorgensen turned a young 99 on March 5! 

Next General Zoom Meeting – Friday, April 16, 2021 

Meeting Adjourned – motion by Mary Beaman and seconded by Chuck Christensen 

Program – Lynn Alens = A 2011 Endurance Run vide, Faultless to the End.  This was an excellent video.  

Respectfully submitted by acting Secretary – Pat Meneely 
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2021 CALENDAR   (SCVMTFC Tours & Events noted in BOLD) 
 

Apr 2 (Fri), 7:30pm, SCVMTFC First Friday Social Hour on ZOOM, watch your email for the invitation. 

Apr 16 (Fri), 7:30pm, SCVMTFC General Meeting on ZOOM, Watch your email for the invitation. 

Apr 18 (Sun), SCVMTFC Kite Flying.   Meet at North end of Saratoga Plaza Shopping Center Parking Lot, 1552 

S. De Anza Blvd in Cupertino (Prospect & De Anza).  Meet at 10:00AM, leave at 10:30.  Dust off your favorite kite, we have 

ordered balmy breezes.  Bring a picnic lunch (and chairs).  We will find ice cream afterwards. 

Apr 23-25, Sun Country Speedster Run, St. George, UT. Dana Crosby, telecros@yahoo.com, 602-579-3928. 

Apr 26-28, Utah Canyon Tour.  This tour directly follows the Sun Country Speedster Run in St. George, UT. Hosted by Sun Country 

Model T Club and Model T Ford Club of Southern California.  Steven Chase, NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323-497-0601. 

May 1, Bakersfield Swap Meet at Tulare Ag Center. 

May 8, Alameda Swap Meet, See page 16 

May 2-5, Yosemite Tour.  This tour directly follows the Bakersfield Swap Meet. May 2, trailer from Tulare to Oakhurst. May 

3, Model T tour into Yosemite, overnight in tent cabin, May 4 Tour back to Oakhurst, May 5 return home.  Steven Chase, 

NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323-497-0601. 

May 22 (Sat), SCVMTFC Tour to Pescadero for artichoke bread and to see the baby goats at Harley Farms.  

More later. 

May 31 – June 5. Golden Gate Tour III hosted by Model T Ford Club of Southern California.  Steven Chase, 

NewNorthSouth@gmail.com. 323-497-0601. See the Vintage Ford for info.   

June 6, Gold Country Swap Meet at Auburn Fairgrounds. 

June 13 (Sun), SCVMTFC Undurance Run, more later. 

July 9-14, 2021, MTFCA National Tour, Spokane, WA.  Registration forms are in the Vintage Ford.  Several SCVMTFC 

folks have already sent in their forms.   

Sept 19 (Sun), Antique Autos in History Park hosted by SCVMTFC and History San Jose. 
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Ford, Edison and the Cheap EV That Almost Was 

That Henry Ford and Thomas Edison were good friends late in their lives is well-known. They camped together, presented each other with lavish gifts, even 

owned homes adjacent to each other. Many Ford enthusiasts also know Ford, when he first drove his Quadricycle on the streets of Detroit in 1896, worked for 

Edison at Detroit  Edison Illuminating Company. And historians know Edison, when introduced to Ford some months later and shown Ford's plans for a gasoline 

automobile, encouraged the budding industrialist to pursue those plans. 

 

 

. 

  

What is far less known is Edison and Ford worked together on an affordable electric vehicle. 

This is the story of what happened and why the car never came to be. 

At about the time Ford Motor Co was founded in 1903, Edison had made inroads with battery technology and started offering nickel-iron batteries for several 

uses, including automobiles. Later that year, he announced plans to convert four large touring cars to electric power (using his own batteries, of course), a plan 
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that reeks of a publicity stunt to sell batteries but was enough to get him listed in the Standard Catalog. And though he prodded Ford into producing 

gasoline cars, he was soon denouncing them: 

Electricity is the thing. There are no whirring and grinding gears with their numerous levers to confuse. There is not that almost terrifying uncertain 

throb and whirr of the powerful combustion engine. There is no water-circulating system to get out of order -- no dangerous and evil-smelling gaso-

line and no noise. 

Ford, however, still high on Edison's encouragement, not only left Detroit Edison and rigorously pursued the gasoline-powered car, he ordered the 

development of a flywheel magneto system  for the Model T specifically to avoid using batteries. (One story I've read, possibly apocryphal, is that 

the battery in Ford's pre-production Model T overturned during a camping trip, ending his jaunt and prompting him to ban batteries from his new 

low-priced car.) 

Ford began to change his mind, however, and by early 1914, word spread that he was working on a low-priced electric car. Reports appeared in the 

Wall Street Journal, in trade magazines and in newspapers as far away as New Zealand regarding Ford's foray into EVs. Ford confirmed the rumors 

in The New York Times on January 11, 1914: 

Within a year, I hope, we shall begin the manufacture of an electric automobile. I don't like to talk about things which are a year ahead, but I am 

willing to tell you something of my plans. 

The fact is that Mr. Edison and I have been working for some years on an electric automobile which would be cheap and practicable. Cars have 

been built for experimental purposes, and we are satisfied now that the way is clear to success. The problem so far has been to build a storage bat-

tery of  light weight which would operate for long distances without recharging. Mr. Edison has been experimenting with such a battery for some 

time. 

Ford may have fibbed when he said "multiple" experimental cars, but at least one was built in 1913. That's it outside Ford's Highland Park plant in 

the main photo. 

The EV was tiller-steered with an unusually swoopy frame and batteries under the seat. The man operating it, Fred Allison, was an electrical engi-

neer from Detroit charged with designing the motor. Ford Richardson Bryan notes in his book, Friends, Families, & Forays: Scenes From the Life 

and Times of Henry Ford, the car's electrical system and overall design were the work of Alexander Churchward, who was at the time vice presi-

dent of Gray & Davis. General mechanic's duties were assigned to Samuel Wilson, a former Cadillac employee. Churchward had, one year earlier, 

written a paper on the standardization of the electric car (he argued, among other things, for a 25 mph maximum speed). Wilson had experience 

with Cadillac's self-starter program. 
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Work continued into 1914, as we can see in the photo above of Allison perched atop a second experimental EV. This one used a Model T 

frame, suspension and front axle, a Model T steering wheel and a worm-drive rear axle. The latter indicates the motor, mounted behind the 

driver in the first prototype, was up front in the second, near an additional bank of batteries. Bryan notes in his book Henry's Lieutenants that 

Eugene Farkas was responsible not only for the worm-drive rear axle that was later modified for use in the EV, he was responsible for the car's 

chassis. 

Rumors, stoked by Ford's secretary, Ernest Liebold, swirled in the automotive press for the remainder of 1914. Edsel Ford was said to have 

been put in charge of the Edison-Ford. Henry Ford was said to have bought an electricity-generating plant in Niagara Falls and a site off 

Woodward Avenue in Detroit specifically for the production of the Edison-Ford. 

As the year wore on, the rumor mill had the EV coming in 1915, then 1916. Details varied: It would cost somewhere between $500 and $750 

(between $10,000 and $15,712 today) and would go somewhere between 50 and 100 miles on a charge. Even today, reports vary as to whether 

the car would have a brougha or cabriole body. Edison, in an interview with Automobile Topics in May, 1914, divulged no details and made 

his best "It's coming, just be patient" speech of the kind General Motor has perfected in recent years with the Chevrolet Vol: 

He called attention to the fact that a new automobile, especially one embodying such radical features as a $500 or $750 electric pleasure car 

naturally must have, cannot be designed and constructed in a few weeks. 

"Mr. Henry Ford is making plans for the tools, special machinery, factory buildings and equipment for the production of this new electric. 

There is so much special work to be done that no date can be fixed now as to when the new electric can be put on the market. But Mr. Ford is 

working steadily on the details, and he knows his business so it will not be long. 

"I believe that ultimately the electric motor will be universally used for trucking in all large cities, and that the electric automobile will be the 

family carriage of the future. All trucking must come to electricity. I am convinced that it will not be long before all the trucking in New York 

City will be electric." 

Edison, by the way, was himself no stranger to electric cars. Bryan noted in Friends, Families and Forays that Edison built a battery-powered 

front-wheel-drive electric in 1895, and the industrialist owned some of the very expensive electric cars then in production. 

We've so far seen no evidence that the press of the day ever got its hands on photos or other solid evidence of the experimental EVs. Eventual-

ly, the media seemed to forget about the Edison-Ford altogether. Some conspiracy theorists believe the oil cartel got to Ford and Edison and 

prompted them to abandon it. These theorists offer as evidence the "mysterious" fir that nearly destroyed Edison's workshops in West Orange, 

New Jersey, in December, 1914. Besides the fact all work on the EV took place in Dearborn, Michigan, (and Edison had the entire place re-

built by the next spring), The New York Times noted on December 10, 1914, that the fire skirted the two buildings in which any work on the 

electric car would have taken place: 

It was seen that the only important buildings that could be saved were the experimental laboratory and the storage-battery building, and all 

attention was given to them. 

Mr. Edison was in the experimental laboratory when the fire began. He helped in the salvage work, and when that was finished he went to the 

storage battery building and directed the protection of that structure. 

Rather, as Bryan wrote, the downfall of the Edison-Ford electric car came about because Ford demanded the use of Edison's nickel-iron batter-

ies in the car and would have no other battery powering the car. Edison's batteries, however, were found to have very high internal resistance 

and were thus incapable of powering an electric car under many circumstances. Heavier lead-acid batteries, which would have made the car 

too ponderous, were substituted behind Ford's back. When he found out, he went ballistic. The program quickly fell by the wayside as other 

projects demanded Ford's time. According to The Ford Century, Ford invested $1.5 million (almost $31.5 million today) in the electric-car 

project and nearly bought 100,000 batteries from Edison before the project fell apart. 

Churchward, who had already racked up dozens of patent and would be issued dozens more, returned to Gray & Davis and for a time also 

served as vice president of A.B.C. Starter Company, which later employed Allison as chief engineer. Of the patents granted to Allison that 

we've found, one (1,225,55, dated May 8, 1917) was assigned to the A.B.C. Starter Company, while two others (1,478,19, dated December 18, 

1923, and 1,508,37, dated September 16, 1924) were assigned to Ford Motor Company, so Allison very well may have leveraged his experi-

ence with the electric car to a career at Ford. Both men were instrumental in Ford's adoption of the electric starter and electric lighting systems 

in 1919. 

Thanks to Chuck Christensen for submitting this story , ed.   

 . 
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             Driving with a Ruckstell         
By Ed Archer                   3/25/21 

A couple of weeks ago I received an email from someone in the 

Midwest asking about the function of a Ruckstell rear end in a 

Model T Ford. Well, it prompted me to write this for anyone not 

totally familiar with arguably the finest aftermarket component 

ever made for the Model T Ford. Even Henry felt that way! I’ll try 

and keep it as short and to the point as I can.  

        The Model T Ford was a fine inexpensive machine, and in 

order to keep it inexpensive many possible “frills” were avoided 

due to adding an increase to the sale price. The bare bones mod-

el was adequate and performed all duties required of an automobile. If you wanted more, there were literally thousands of after-

market components available at extra cost. The two speed Ruckstell rear axle assy. was one of them.  

         Lets go back to 1921 and we’re on a nice country drive in a stock model T traveling along at around 35 or 40 MPH on level 

ground and a good road (the latter, kind of rare in those days) and as you round a corner you see a hill in front of you and begin 

to pull the throttle down and start climbing. As the engine begins to struggle from the climb and the car keeps going slower and 

slower, the front fenders start shaking (more than normal), and you’re finally down to 15-20 MPH, your next gear down is low 

gear/band, 4 to 8 MPH! If it’s a long grade, that left foot will get overworked holding that low pedal down. Once the hill is crested 

going down the other side can be wild, and easily burn up your brake band. So, to keep that from happening, if you think fast 

enough, you start down the hill in low band and hold that pedal hard to the floor and…… be patient. By now it feels like the bot-

tom of your shoe is burning up, but all turns out well.     

        Let’s purchase a Ruckstell two speed rear axle assy. from Western Auto Supply for $95.95 (a lot of money in those days 

when the whole car cost new from the local agent, $370.00). The Ruckstell is easy to install and worth every penny of the cost. 

The Ruckstell rear end is best described as a kind of second gear (since Ford has none). It doesn't change your top speed, as 

high gear in a Ruckstell is direct drive just like your stock high pedal, but Ruckstell low gear is something in between a standard 

Model T planetary transmission high gear/pedal, and low band. My best description of how a Ruckstell works is this; You're driv-

ing along that same flat stretch of roadway at 35 or 40 MPH and you come to that uphill grade. As it gets steeper, pretty soon 

you’re starting to lug the engine and you're down to 15 or 20 MPH., you just push the left pedal into neutral and pull the Ruck-

stell shifting stick back let the pedal out and you’re in Ruckstell low, maintaining 20-25 MPH up the hill, with no feet on any ped-

als. Of course if the hill gets too steep you may have to use a little low band to get to the top. Going down the other side, you 

leave the shifting stick back, in Ruckstell low, keep the throttle lever closed, and compression slows you down, maybe touching 

the brake pedal a few times but you get to the bottom without burning out the brakes, and a lot faster.  

        Now let’s move to today’s city driving with all the stop lights. You use the Ruckstell to save wear on your bands. Traveling 

along at speed, and the stop light coming up turns red. Push the throttle lever up, decelerating, push that left pedal into neutral 

and pull the Ruckstell shifting stick back, let out the pedal and compression slows you down bringing you to a stop with very little 

use of the brake band. A little timid about downshifting 

when traveling at a higher speed? When I’m racing old #4 

and trying to slow down for a tight turn on a closed circuit 

race track like Laguna Seca or Sears Point, I goose the 

engine and down shift at 45-50 or so MPH and begin brak-

ing, a few times each lap!. Ruckstells to a large degree are 

like a Model T Ford they’re indestructible!!!  
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My 1927 Model T Coupe was purchased from my wife's uncle, Arne, in 1999.  Uncle Arne had owned the car since the late 1930's and I am the 

third owner of the car.  The original owner of the car was Miss June Hansen.  She was Uncle Arne's school teacher and below is a class photo 

taken in 1929 showing both prior owners. 

 

 

Uncle Arne also owned a Model T Truck that was used on the farm in Modesto.  Before and after I purchased the car from Uncle Arne, he told me 

stories about the Model T's and always told me that if you really need to stop, use all the pedals.  This statement was reinforced by one of Arne's 

stories.  He would take the Model T Truck to the area of Yosemite and load wood on the truck to bring back and sell.  In the process, he drove the 

loaded Model T Truck down Priest Grade, along Hwy 120.  This is now called Old Priest Grade.  This hill has inclines of at least 18% and maybe 

as much as 20% in places.  It is a very winding grade of 1.8 mile length roughly between Moccasin and Priest.  Arne told me of driving part way up 

the banks along the road in order to help slow down the truck.  At first you might think this is just a tall tale, but multiple members of the family 

knew this story.  Arne was a life long bachelor and his mother was so worried about him driving on Priest Grade that she would insist on going 

along to ‘help’ him.  It is not clear what she did to help him or the TT!  Maybe her prayers were answered, or perhaps Arne was extra careful know-

ing he could endanger his mother.   

 

Priest Grade – showing the relative incline of the road 

An interesting story about “The Old Priest Grade” by Dave  Harrison 
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Old  

 

 

On the right Glenn Wild-

man gave a short talk on 

the history of Chitactac 

park. Glenn and Vickie are 

very knowledgeable about 

the area since their prop-

erty is located very near-

by. Thanks to Troed John-

son for planning this tour 

and to all of the pets and 

animals that participated.   

Some snapshots from the  club tour on March 21st. 

An Indian grinding Rock 

Garfield “There must some goodies in here somewhere” 
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Troed made a stop to show off the 

beautiful facilities at the Kirgin Win-

ery on the way home 

“Every dog has his day” 

Was this Coupe or Roadster? 
Oliver Johnson drove Glenn 

Wildman’s Speedster 
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For Sale; 1919 T Road-
ster, rebuilt engine, low 
head, Ruckstell, repaint-
ed wheels, fenders, turtle 
deck, hood and aprons.  
Body needs painting, 
some assembly needed. 
$5,000. Contact Peder 
408-358-3398.   

The 13th annual Hot San Jose Nights will occur this year on Saturday, 

August 28, 2021, at Reid-Hillview Airport.  This event put on by Mike 

and Susan Hennessy brings together a variety of classic and vintage 

automobiles, aircraft, entertainment, and food.  For more information 

go to http://www.hotsanjosenights.com/.  We should plan to be at the 

airport no later than 9:30 am.  If you plan to attend, please call me at 

(408)997-0879 or via email at allangreenb01@gmail.com.  
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Steve Chase Non-Tour 

Pat and I and Jim and Marge Papakostas trail-

ered to Thousand Oaks for a non-tour put on by 

Steven Chase of the Southern California Model T 

Club.  16 Model T's, one Model A and a Rolls 

Royce showed up.   Steve just happened to find 

a stack of tour directions lying around so that is 

what we used.  It was a two day tour in some re-

ally rugged and beautiful country that we had 

never been in before.  All back roads twisting, 

turning, climbing, descending, a good workout for 

the T's.  In the evenings, there was a little infor-

mal gathering in the parking lot for snacks and 

screwdrivers dispensed from a friendly T.  Couple 

highlights:  lunch by the ocean at Malibu Cove 

Café, another lunch at Spanish Hills Golf Course, 

a visit to Santa Paula airport for a look at antique 

airplanes and lots of vistas as we climbed up and 

down the hills.   We can definitely recommend 

Steve's tours, non or not.     Bob & Pat Meneely 
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 A Short Lesson On the Chemical Properties of Hell: 

  

"The following is an actual question given on a University of Arizona chemistry midterm, and an actual answer turned in by a student. 

 

The answer by one student was so 'profound' that the professor shared it with colleagues, via the Internet, which is, of course, why we now have 

the pleasure of enjoying it as well 

  

'Bonus Question: Is Hell exothermic (gives off heat) or endothermic (absorbs heat)? 

  

Most of the students wrote proofs of their beliefs using Boyle's Law (gas cools when it expands and heats when it is compressed) or some variant. 

  

One student, however, wrote the following: 

  

'First, we need to know how the mass of Hell is changing in time. So we need to know the rate at which souls are moving into Hell and the rate at 

which they are leaving, which is unlikely. I think that we can safely assume that once a soul gets to Hell, it will not leave.  Therefore, no souls are 

leaving. As for how many souls are entering Hell, let's look at the different religions that exist in the world today. 

  

Most of these religions state that if you are not a member of their religion, you will go to Hell. Since there is more than one of these religions and 

since people do not belong to more than one religion, we can project that all souls go to Hell. With birth and death rates as they are, we can ex-

pect the number of souls in Hell to increase exponentially. Now, we look at the rate of change of the volume in Hell because Boyle's Law states 

that in order for the temperature and pressure in Hell to stay the same, the volume of Hell has to expand proportionately as souls are added. 

  

This gives two possibilities: 

 1 If Hell is expanding at a slower rate than the rate at which souls enter Hell, then the temperature and pressure in Hell will in-

crease until all Hell Breaks Loose. 

 2 If Hell is expanding at a rate faster than the increase of souls in Hell, then the temperature and pressure will drop until Hell 

Freezes Over. 

So which is it? 

  

If we accept the postulate given to me by Teresa during my Freshman year that, 'It will be a cold day in Hell before I sleep with you,' and take into 

account the fact that I slept with her last night, then number two must be true, and thus I am sure that Hell is exothermic and has already frozen 

over. The corollary of this theory is that since Hell has frozen over, it follows that it is not accepting any more souls and is therefore, extinct..... 

.....leaving only Heaven thereby proving the existence of a divine being (which explains why, last night, Teresa kept shouting 'Oh my God.')' 

  

THIS STUDENT RECEIVED AN A+." 
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